Composing music with AI
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Music: A history of tools

Ivory flute found at the Hohle Fels cave system, Germany (35K–43K BC)
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The AI music revolution?
AI music landscape

- Melodrive
- Sony CSL
- Melomics
- PGUN
- Magenta
- Jukedeck
- Brain.fm
- AMPER MUSIC
What will be the impact of AI in music?
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1. Replace composers
2. Enhance the creative process
An interesting analogy...
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How AI can enhance the music creative process

- Exploring new musical ideas
- Fast music prototyping
- Infinite version of a composer
... I picture myself crafting [musical] ideas and then using the AI to augment variations or even other intensities [...]. I see AI-assisted composition where I can curate what the AI comes out with and tweak that.

Guy Whitmore, Video Game Composer
Melodrive

- AI music engine
- Realtime generation
- Emotionally-variable music
Paste video
The future of music